The ornamental design for a belt buckle with bottle opener, as shown.

**DESCRIPTION**

FIG. 1 is a top plan view of my new design for a belt buckle with bottle opener.

FIG. 2 is a bottom plan view of FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 is a front side elevation view of FIG. 1.

FIG. 4 is a rear side elevation view of FIG. 1.

FIG. 5 is a right side elevation view of FIG. 1.

FIG. 6 is a left side elevation view of FIG. 1; and,

FIG. 7 is a top perspective view of FIG. 1.
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OTHER PUBLICATIONS

Ellipse Scan of Applicant’s website showing prior art buckle sold by Applicant.
GunMetal Millenium Scan of Applicant’s website showing prior art buckle sold by Applicant.
Kamalok Scan of Applicant’s website showing prior art buckle sold by Applicant.
Kids Slider Scan of Applicant’s website showing prior art buckle sold by Applicant.
Last Chance Light Duty Scan of Applicant’s website showing prior art buckle sold by Applicant.

Last Chance Light Duty Black Oxide Buckle Scan of Applicant’s website showing prior art buckle sold by Applicant.
Ribbon Ellipse Scan of Applicant’s website showing prior art buckle sold by Applicant.
Ribbon GunMetal Millenium Scan of Applicant’s website showing prior art buckle sold by Applicant.
Slider Scan of Applicant’s website showing prior art buckle sold by Applicant.
Viper V-Ring Buckle Scan of Applicant’s website showing prior art buckle sold by Applicant.
Web Buckle Watchband Scan of Applicant’s website showing prior art buckle sold by Applicant.
Wildlife Millenium Scan of Applicant’s website showing prior art buckle sold by Applicant.
Top plan view, front side elevation view and rear side elevation view of prior art buckle sold by Applicant.
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